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Volatile day today due to FOMC meeting minutes and Yellen speech. However, in the end the S&P500 managed to 

find support in the noise box zone on the 1 min chart (SPX2428-2436) and close 2p above it. In addition, the DOW 

and NYA made new ATHs and there charts continue to look strong, while TECH looks weak. This bifurcation will catch 

up at some point, but not until those former two indices also make lower lows. For now we continue to watch for 

SPX2455-2475 first for a possible minor-3 top in the case of the preferred count shown in the 1 minute chart. The 

SPX hourly chart shows a possible minute-i, ii of minor-5 in place. Trade above SPX2444 and especially 2446 will 

confirm this count and then SPX2484-2502 is ultimately next, with a first stop at around SPX2475 as well. A break 

below SPX2416 without making new highs first jeopardizes the Bull count. 

Figure 1. SPX 1 min chart: preferred count has minute-v underway. SPX 60 min chart: alternate count has minor 5 

underway? 
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Not much new to add to the S&P500 daily chart as price is still above all SMAs (5-day to 200-day), still right at the 

upper black trend-line, and above the red trendline. Also this is bullish and indicative of a continued up trend. The 

Technical Indicators are weakening though, with the MACD, RSI5 and MFI14 pointing down, but the A.I. now back to 

an unconfirmed non-ideal buy signal. Higher prices tomorrow will confirm the signal. Thus, the current chart is less 

bullish than yesterday, but certainly not Bearish yet. We’ll therefore expect higher prices until the chart tells 

differently. The possible Ending Diagonal Count (EDT) is, however, increasing in odds albeity still being the a 2nd 

alternate count (low odds) as price appears to form a wedge which targets SPX2465 ideally. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: price remains above all important SMAs and trend lines, TIs are now a mixed bag. 
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I wanted to show the DOW JONES, which is the most bullish index for now and it shows how price has moved over 

the 100% extension and is well above all the important SMAs and trendlines. The TIs are all pointing up and there is 

no negative divergence anywhere. The upper Bollinger Band is expanding with price at the upper band: it has 

strength. The Fib-extensions show the next logical targets based on anticipated standard Fib-extensions of price. The 

green box shows the likely minor 3 target. This chart has no indications (negatived divergence, down pointing TIs, 

etc) of a top being in place. 

Figure 3. DOW JONES daily chart: price remains above all important SMAs and trend lines, TIs are all pointing up. 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) continues to gain as market breadth 

remains positive on the S&P500. It therefore remains on a buy/long signal. Same story continues: As long as the SI 

remains on a buy/long signal, buy/long it is until it isn’t. The NYAD (advancing/declining issues on the NYA) 

continues to make new highs with no negative divergence. I fully expect negative divergence on say a weekly scale 

to usher in major-4. The current chart is not indicative of a top, but rather of continued upside.  

Figure 4. SPXSI continues to be on a buy. NYAD keeps making new ATHS, no negative divergence 
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In conclusion: Price on the DOW JONES and NYA keeps making new ATHs, whereas tech continues to lag and 

therefore the hybrid S&P500 as well. Eventually this bifurcation will break, but please remember that each index 

is in their own price/time space, and therefore don’t have to always align. Each should be assessed on their own. 

The daily S&P500 and DOW charts remain predominantly Bullish as price continues to be above all important 

SMAs (5d to 200d) as well as above important uptrend trend lines and most TIs are still pointing up. Also market 

breadth continues to be possitve and give buy/long signals. Until that changes, higher prices are most likely. 

SPX2455-2475 remains our next target unless price breaks below SPX2416 first. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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